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Goals of the lecture

• Explain the problem of testing multiple theories
• Introduce finite mixture models as a tool
• Example of mixture modeling using R
• When can mixture modeling fail?
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Testing Multiple Theories

• The methods we talked about earlier are good at testing
competing theories if

1. One theory explains the relationship between x and y for all
observations equally well

2. All models are simplified, parametric approximations of the same
truth f (x)

• AIC and BIC can help us choose models in this sense (multiple
competing working hypotheses), but the non-nested tests can
only accommodate one null and one alternative.

• If multiple theories are required to explain the relationships
between x and y, then none of the methods we have proposed
are particularly useful.

The discussion below builds on the discussion in Kosuke Imai and Dustin Tingley’s
paper, “A Statistical Method for Empirical Testing of Competing Theories.” (American

Journal of Political Science January 2012 and available from:
http://imai.princeton.edu/research/files/mixture.pdf)
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Finite Mixture Model (1)

• The finite mixture model proposes that there are M different
statistical models.

• Each model is implied by one of a set of competing theories of the
same phenomenon (think of these as “working hypotheses” from
information theory)

• Each observation is generated by one of the M competing
models (or more likely a weighted combination of models).

• The goal is to measure the relative explanatory power of
competing theories under consideration.
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Formalization
Let f
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• Here, ⇡
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can be provide a
measure of overall performance of theory m.
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Theory-predicting Variables

It is possible to include variables (say W

i

) that predict the theory to
which observations below.

• Thus, we can model the probability directly.

Pr(Z
i

= m|W
i

) = ⇡
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(W
i

, 
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)

•  
m

is a set of coefficients relating W

i

to the probability of being in
category m through a mutinomial logit (or similar) model.

•
W

i

(if shown to be a powerful predictor of Pr(Z
i

= m)) can provide
a sense of the circumstances under which various theories apply.
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Estimation

Estimation can either proceed through an E-M algorithm to maximize
the observed data likelihood or through Bayesian MCMC Simulation
to explore the posterior distributions.

• In E-M, the E step computes the conditional expectation of the
latent variable Z

i

and the M step maximizes the likelihood
conditional on the E-step values of Z

i

.
• The Bayesian context proceeds in a similar way with block

sampling of the Z

i

given the other model parameters and then
updating the other model parameters conditional on the last
drawn values of Z

i

.
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Grouped Observations

It is possible (sometimes necessary) to think about observations as
grouped (such as individuals over time) such that each observation
for that individual is the same weighted mix of the theories under
investigation:
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• Grouping has implications for the estimation of Pr(Z
i

= m|W
i

),
specifically that with a small number of groups,  

m

may not be
precisely estimated.

• Grouping is required if you have a binary dependent variable as
the model is not identified otherwise.
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Calculating Quantities of Interest

Quantities of interest can be calculated easily for these types of
models.

• The quantity of interest should be calculated for each model
under consideration.

• Weighted combinations (with weights of ⇡
m

) of each quantity of
interest can be used for plots, etc...

• Sampling variance can be incorporated with parametric
bootstrap or bayesian posterior simulation .

• Sampling variability in ⇡
m

should also be incorporated in these
quantities.
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Identifying the Observations Consistent with Theories

Not all observations will be strongly predicted by a single theory (i.e.,
have a high Pr(Z

i

= m) for one m and a low value for the others).
However, it is possible to figure out which observations are
statistically significantly consistent with each theory in the following
way.

• if ⇣
i,m is The probability that observation i is a member of group

m, then we want to pick �
m

, a threshold such that observation i is
ssc with theory m if ⇣

i,m > �m

.
• Since there are m hypotheses being tested simultaneously for

each observation, we want to set the Type I error rate for the set
of hypotheses (rather than for a single one) to ↵

m

= 0.05.
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Identifying the Observations Consistent with Theories (2)

An omnibus threshold constant across all theories (�) can also be
obtained in a similar way:
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• The numerator gives the rate of false discovery across all of the
lists

• The denominator gives the total number of observations across
all of the lists
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Measure of Overall Performance

There are two measures of overall performance of each theory that
might be worth considering

1. The average probability that observations belong to category m:
1
N

P

N

i=1 ⇣i,m

2. The number of statistically significantly consistent observations
for each theory.
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Example Re: Democracy

There are two different sets of theories about how democracy relates
to repression.

• One theory suggests that it is the electoral shadow of the future
that keeps leaders in line.

• Another theory suggests that it is the set of checks and balances
other institutions have on the executive that prohibit unilateral
repressive action.

Often times these theories are estimated simultaneously, but the
variables representing these are quite highly collinear. Here is the
R-code to estimate the mixture model:
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library(flexmix)
library(foreign)
dat <- na.omit(read.dta("http://www.quantoid.net/files/reg3/mixture_data_small.dta"))
dat$gdppc10k <- dat$gdppc/10000
model <- FLXMRglmfix(family = "gaussian", nested=list(k=c(1,1),

formula = c(~lgates + aclp + bnr + xrcomp + parcomp,
~log_checks + polconiii + xconst + laworder + subfed)),

fixed = ~ gdppc10k + logpop + cwar + iwar)
out <- stepFlexmix(rep1 ~ 1 |ccode, k=2, model=model, data=dat, nrep=10)
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Probability of Group Membership

The probability of being a member of each group can be calculated
by taking the mean of the individual probabilities:

probs <- out@posterior$scaled
colMeans(probs)

## [1] 0.376646 0.623354

summary(out)

##
## Call:
## stepFlexmix(rep1 ~ 1 | ccode, model = model, data = dat,
## k = 2, nrep = 10)
##
## prior size post>0 ratio
## Comp.1 0.393 354 497 0.712
## Comp.2 0.607 588 679 0.866
##
## 'log Lik.' -990.6762 (df=19)
## AIC: 2019.352 BIC: 2111.465
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Sensitivity to Starting Conditions

The model has lots of moving parts, so it is worth considering its
sensitivity to initial conditions.

unccode <- unique(dat$ccode)
model <- FLXMRglmfix(family = "gaussian", nested=list(k=c(1,1),

formula = c(~lgates + aclp + bnr + xrcomp + parcomp,
~log_checks + polconiii + xconst + laworder + subfed)),

fixed = ~ gdppc10k + logpop + cwar + iwar)
probs <- ll <- NULL
for(i in 1:100){

clust <- round(runif(length(unccode), .5,2.5), 0)
cluster <- matrix(0, ncol=2, nrow=nrow(dat))
for(i in 1:length(unccode)){

cluster[which(dat$ccode == unccode[i]), clust[i]] <- 1
}

myclust <- cluster
out <- flexmix(rep1 ~ 1 |ccode, k=2, model=model, data=dat,

cluster=myclust)
probs <- cbind(probs, do.call("c", as.list(by(out@posterior$scaled[,1],

list(dat$ccode), mean))))
ll <- c(ll, logLik(out))
}
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Sensitivity to Initial Conditions II

g <- round(probs+1)
d <- matrix(NA, nrow=nrow(g), ncol=nrow(g))
for(i in 1:(nrow(d)-1)){

for(j in (i+1):nrow(d)){
d[i,j] <- d[j,i] <- mean(g[i,] == g[j,])

}
}
hist(d[upper.tri(d)], xlab = "Pr(Same Groups)")
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The Graph

Histogram of d[upper.tri(d)]
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Statistically Significant Consistency with Theory

We want to see which observations are significantly consistent with
each theory.

hist(probs[,1], xlab="Posterior Probabilities of Elections Group",
main="")

Posterior Probabilities of Elections Group
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Identifying Observations

source("http://www.quantoid.net/files/reg3/mixturetools.r")
id.list <- IdentifyList(out@posterior$scaled, dat, dat$ccode, cluster=T, alpha=.05)
id.list$caseID.1

## [1] 2 41 42 51 52 70 90 91 92 93 95 100 101 130 135 140 150
## [18] 155 160 165 200 225 305 325 339 345 350 355 433 450 451 461 471 484
## [35] 490 540 560 565 571 616 620 625 640 645 663 666 670 690 692 696 731
## [52] 732 750 780 830 900 910

id.list$caseID.2

## [1] 20 40 94 110 145 205 210 211 220 230 235 290 310 316 349 359 360
## [18] 366 367 368 369 370 371 373 375 380 385 390 404 420 432 436 437 438
## [35] 439 452 475 481 500 501 510 530 541 551 552 553 580 600 615 651 652
## [52] 698 705 710 712 713 740 770 771 775 800 820 840 850 920

group <- data.frame(ccode=unccode, theory=0)
group$theory[which(group$ccode %in% id.list$caseID.1)] <- 1
group$theory[which(group$ccode %in% id.list$caseID.2)] <- 2
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Looking at the Components

out.refit <- refit(out)
summary(out.refit)

## $Comp.1
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## gdppc10k -1.157221 0.036506 -31.6991 < 2.2e-16 ***
## logpop 0.400342 0.017846 22.4331 < 2.2e-16 ***
## cwar 0.584691 0.110242 5.3037 1.135e-07 ***
## iwar 0.591199 0.102190 5.7853 7.239e-09 ***
## lgates -0.025901 0.030604 -0.8463 0.397360
## aclp 0.404839 0.151818 2.6666 0.007662 **
## bnr -0.076151 0.073092 -1.0419 0.297476
## xrcomp -0.043486 0.064016 -0.6793 0.496953
## parcomp -0.549238 0.046026 -11.9334 < 2.2e-16 ***
## (Intercept) -0.780072 0.268481 -2.9055 0.003667 **
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## $Comp.2
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## gdppc10k -1.157221 0.036506 -31.6991 < 2.2e-16 ***
## logpop 0.400342 0.017846 22.4331 < 2.2e-16 ***
## cwar 0.584691 0.110242 5.3037 1.135e-07 ***
## iwar 0.591199 0.102190 5.7853 7.239e-09 ***
## log_checks -0.048719 0.075620 -0.6443 0.51941
## polconiii 0.040359 0.250561 0.1611 0.87204
## xconst -0.243237 0.026672 -9.1197 < 2.2e-16 ***
## laworder -0.155980 0.026751 -5.8307 5.518e-09 ***
## subfed -0.294512 0.159983 -1.8409 0.06564 .
## (Intercept) -2.059151 0.194343 -10.5954 < 2.2e-16 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
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Mapping the Groups

We could map the different group memberships to see if there are
any patterns. Here, we only take the group memberships where
Pr(Z

i

= m) > 0.9

library(rgdal)
library(ggplot2)
library(plyr)
world <- readOGR(".", layer="WorldCountries")
world@data <- join(world@data, group, type="left")
world@data$theory <- ifelse(is.na(world@data$theory),3, world@data$theory )
world@data$theory <- factor(world@data$theory, levels=1:3,

labels=c("Elections", "Checks", "Neither"))
world@data$id <- world@data$placename
world.points <- fortify(world, region="id")
world.df <- join(world.points, world@data, by="id")

pl <- ggplot(world.df) + aes(long,lat,group=group,fill=theory) + geom_polygon() +
geom_path(color="gray50", size=.1) + coord_equal() +
scale_fill_brewer("", labels=c("Elections", "Checks", "Neither"), palette = "Set2")

pl + theme(line = element_blank(), axis.title.x = element_blank(),
axis.title.y = element_blank(), axis.ticks = element_blank(),
axis.text = element_blank(),legend.position = "bottom",
panel.background = element_blank())
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Map
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Adding Concomitant Variables

We can add variables in to predict the theory to which observations
belong.

• If we use a grouping variable (as we did above), the concomitant
variables need to be constant within each group.

• These should be guided by theory as well

dat$prcomp <- as.numeric(dat$parlresp_c %in% c("Incomplete", "Complete"))
out.a <- stepFlexmix(rep1 ~ 1 | ccode , k=2, model=model, data=dat, nrep=20,

concomitant = FLXPmultinom( ~ prcomp))

## 2 : * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

out.a.refit <- refit(out.a)
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Summarizing the Results
summary(out.a.refit)

## $Comp.1
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## gdppc10k -1.153778 0.035573 -32.4339 < 2.2e-16 ***
## logpop 0.387766 0.016486 23.5207 < 2.2e-16 ***
## cwar 0.666387 0.107651 6.1902 6.008e-10 ***
## iwar 0.527030 0.099488 5.2974 1.175e-07 ***
## lgates -0.038316 0.028420 -1.3482 0.1776000
## aclp 0.408074 0.127638 3.1971 0.0013881 **
## bnr -0.080699 0.072816 -1.1083 0.2677459
## xrcomp 0.012090 0.059569 0.2030 0.8391648
## parcomp -0.518653 0.044274 -11.7145 < 2.2e-16 ***
## (Intercept) -0.996103 0.267692 -3.7211 0.0001984 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## $Comp.2
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## gdppc10k -1.153778 0.035573 -32.4339 < 2.2e-16 ***
## logpop 0.387766 0.016486 23.5207 < 2.2e-16 ***
## cwar 0.666387 0.107651 6.1902 6.008e-10 ***
## iwar 0.527030 0.099488 5.2974 1.175e-07 ***
## log_checks -0.014628 0.074453 -0.1965 0.8442
## polconiii -0.011384 0.263949 -0.0431 0.9656
## xconst -0.220060 0.028587 -7.6980 1.382e-14 ***
## laworder -0.168431 0.027556 -6.1123 9.822e-10 ***
## subfed -0.290953 0.157089 -1.8522 0.0640 .
## (Intercept) -2.059306 0.195232 -10.5480 < 2.2e-16 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

out.a.refit@concomitant

## $Comp.2
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -0.46725 0.26450 -1.7666 0.077299 .
## prcomp 1.08346 0.40388 2.6826 0.007305 **
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
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Distribution Free Test of Two Models

We could think about what would happen if we did the
distribution-free test of the two different theories:

mod1 <- lm(rep1 ~lgates + aclp + bnr + xrcomp + parcomp +
gdppc10k + logpop + cwar + iwar, data=dat, y=T)

mod2 <- lm(rep1 ~log_checks + polconiii + xconst + laworder +
subfed + gdppc10k + logpop + cwar + iwar, data=dat, y=T)

library(games)
clarke(mod1, mod2)

##
## Clarke test for non-nested models
##
## Model 1 log-likelihood: -1262
## Model 2 log-likelihood: -1283
## Observations: 942
## Test statistic: 539 (57%)
##
## Model 1 is preferred (p = 1.1e-05)
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Comparison

• Note that the distribution free test suggests strong evidence in
favor of the elections model (model 1).

• The mixture model identifies that both theories are useful,
though the posterior probability of being in the second model is
better for a larger proportion of the observations.

• The mixture model forces the observations to be grouped on
countries.
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Conclusion

• Mixture models are a useful way to test competing theories when
we don’t assume one theory can explain all observations equally
well.

• These are very flexible tools in practice that permit users to
estimate many different mixture regression models (including
GLMs, GAMs, and mixed-effect models).

• Mixture Models provide information on what theories are useful
for which observations and permit the incorporation of
information into the model to help predict to which theory
observations belong.
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Readings

Today: Finite Mixture Models

⇤ Imai and Tingley (Forthcoming)
⇤ Grün and Leisch (2008)
⇤ Grün and Leisch (2007)
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